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Therefore, our approach are often additional economical and ascendible if it supports mutual sharing of the perfect net
object hold on in semipermanent cache.
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INTENTION-BASED RANKING FOR SURFACE
REALIZATION IN DIALOGUE SYSTEMS
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ABSTRACT
A replacement intention-based ranking is projected to cater for deliberateness in ranking dialogue utterances, as critical surfacebased ranking mistreatment surface linguistic options in utterances. this can be as a result of utterances is also within the kind of a
sentence, a phrase, or simply a word; therefore basis for ranking should get on assessment of intentions, despite length of auditory
communication and descriptive linguistics rules. Intention-based ranking model is tested and compared with surface-based models
on fifteen response categories in theater domain. The results from comparative experiments show consistent accuracy distribution
in intention-based ranking across all response categories with average of ninety one. On the contrary, ranking accuracy for surfacebased ranking isn't uniform across the response categories, showing the dependency on surface illustration of utterances in
individual response category.

1. INTRODUCTION
Applied mathematics approaches to surface realization sidestep the linguistic decision-making method by applying applied
mathematics learning within the surface generator itself, as critical the settled knowledge-based approach. This approach is
understood as over generation and ranking [1], that depends on corpus to furnish semantically connected sentences through
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surface linguistic options of sentences. The principle objective is to assist reducing the number of syntactical information to
be hand-coded manually as needed by knowledge-based approach. the hassle needed to construct descriptive linguistics for
the overgenerator is additionally terribly minimal; enough for it to come up with lattices. thanks to the marginal generation
technology, an extra task of ranking is important. the necessity for ranking arises to discriminate out candidate sentences
that ar ungrammatical , unintelligible or a minimum of not fluent by suggests that of language models. Langkilde and
Knight [1] and Langkilde [2, 3] centered on learning surface structure of sentences at the syntactical level, whereas future
researches [4, 5] extended learning into linguistics level through incorporation of linguistics data. this can be basically a
mapping from linguistics to syntactical. as an example, Bangalore and Rambo [4] use dependency tree labeled with
extended synonyms instead of lexemes, whereas Varges [5] utilizes linguistics mark-up in constructing its descriptive
linguistics base. Similarly, Ratnaparkhi [6] and Buckeye State and Rudnicky [7] apply language models on ranking
generation templates. all the same, the motivation remains, that is to find out and regenerate the sentences supported
surface linguistic options. the most limitation of overgeneration-and-ranking is that, it's computationally overpriced to over
generation in fixing the band of realization candidates, either through straightforward grammar rules or applied
mathematics suggests that like n-grams [5]. whereas knowledge-based approach through descriptive linguistics isn't
typically quick enough to be used in dialogue systems [8], overgeneration is additionally not necessary for generation of
dialogue utterances thanks to 2 main reasons. Firstly, dialogue utterances ar usually short, single-sentenced, and ar usually
incomplete. they will take shape of a sentence, a phrase, or simply a word. Secondly, dialogue auditory communication
bears individual intention. albeit the surface kind is grammatically incorrect, associate degree auditory communication fares
well as long because it satisfies the intentions of the auditory communication it's responding to. Language models, though
sturdy, even have intrinsical bias to provide short strings as a result of the chance of a string of words is decided by the
probability of the words [9]. this can be clearly not fascinating for generation of dialogue auditory communications as a
result of all utterance ought to be treated supported assessment of the intentions, despite length, in fact, despite descriptive
linguistics. whereas the output is also inarguably refined, the impact is also not as forceful. we have a tendency to believe
that ranking dialogue utterances needs over applied mathematics distributions of language, however additional intuitive
within the sense that ranking model incorporates deliberateness to keep up coherence and relevancy, despite the surface
presentation. Intention-based ranking [10] is taking pragmatic approach to assessing dialogue utterances. completely
different from previous ranking models that modify language models and linguistics options, intention-based ranking
focuses on finding the simplest auditory communication supported the linguistics and pragmatic information they represent.
The information exists within the kind of (1) linguistics from user utterances and (2) intentions, semantics, and domain in
formativeness from response utterances. The auditory communication with highest likelihood score is claimed “relevant”
with regard to input auditory communication once topic of response auditory communication satisfies the intention of user
auditory communication. the rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section a pair of can gift four completely different
ranking models; 3 of the models ar surface-based whereas the last is that the projected intention-based ranking model.
Section three can offer experimental background by introducing the corpus and dataset used throughout the experiment.
Finally, result findings ar according and mentioned in Section four before the paper is complete in Section five.

2. RANKING MODELS
Surface-based ranking underneath the overgeneration-and-ranking methodology involves a task to rank all sentences or
utterances (called lattices) resulted from associate degree overgeneration method that capitalizes on linguistics and surface
linguistic options obtained from the corpus. The goal is to seek out the best likelihood auditory communication graded as
output of the method. Similarly, the goal of intention-based ranking is additionally to seek out associate degree auditory
communication with the best likelihood because the output. all the same, whereas surface-based ranking might contemplate
a whole bunch or thousands of lattices at only once, intention-based ranking solely contemplate utterances in specific,
individual response category, resulted from the classification method underneath the classification-and-ranking
methodology. This section presents call rules for all surface-based ranking models that we have a tendency to consider; that
ar n-grams language model, most entropy with language model, and instance-based learning model. At the top of the
section is that the call rule for the projected intention-based ranking model that capitalizes on intentions instead of surface
options.
2.1 N-grams Language Model
A language model may be a applied mathematics model of sequence of words, whereby likelihood of a word is foretold
mistreatment the previous n-1 words. Following n-gram ranking [1, 11, 12], response utterances ar trained by a written
word model through enumeration and normalizing words within the utterances.
Based on the equation, response utterances ar graded mistreatment the negative log chances with regard to the language
model. Back-off smoothing was applied for unobserved n-grams (i.e., ngrams that don't exist in coaching set), that is
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written word just in case of zero-probability written word. just in case of our ranking experiment, we have a tendency to
used options extracted by a written word language model.
2.2 most Entropy with Language Model
Similar to language models of n-gram, implementation of most Entropy (ME) ranking [6, 12] is additionally surface-based,
which suggests they deem surface options like frequencies of n-grams. all the same, as a result of the ME model is trained
on a corpus of existing generation templates, this provides linguistics information to ranking as captured by the templet
attributes. the fundamental assumption of this model is that, the simplest option to specific any given which means
illustration (in the shape of attribute-value pairs) is that the word sequence with highest likelihood that mentions all the
input attributes precisely once [6].
2.3 Instance-based Learning
Instance-based approaches ar lazy, supervised learning ways that merely store the coaching set examples (instances) and use
them directly once a replacement input is to be processed. At run time, the new inputs ar compared to every instance within
the coaching set (instance base). associate degree instancebased ranker [5] scores the candidates consistent with their
similarity to instances within the instance based mostly taken from the coaching corpus. Varges [5] uses normal data
retrieval techniques for illustration of instances, that is tf.idf.

3. EXPERIMENTS
The objective of this paper is to check associate degreed compare four completely different applied mathematics ranking
models: an ngram language model, most entropy (ME) increased with language model, associate degree instancebased
learning model, and also the projected intention-based model. The corpus utilized in the experiment is termed SCHISMA,
associate degree word form derived from the Dutch SCHouwburg Informatie Systeem, a theater data and price ticket
reservation system [13]. Figure one shows associate degree extract of SCHISMA dialogues.
Ranking is performed severally on response utterances (instances) in every response category as shown in Table a pair of.
Our analysis metric relies on recognition accuracy of the highest-ranked response auditory communication as compared to
the dialogue corpus. In testing all surface-based and intention-based ranking models, we have a tendency to used constant
coaching and testing dataset of response categories in SCHISMA. In different words, the accuracy of ranking is evaluated
by checking if the response auditory communication came because the top-ranked response is correct or otherwise, with
regard to response auditory communication within the take a look at set.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The performance of intention-based response generation is compared with different surface-based ranking approaches that
share similar spirit of overgeneration-and-ranking.
4.1 Surface-based Ranking
This section evaluates and compares the relative performance of surface-based ranking models on fifteen response
categories in SCHISMA corpus. Figure a pair of illustrates comparison of accuracy distribution among all techniques, that
ar language model (LM), most entropy increased with language model ME (LM), and instance-based learning (IBL).
judgement from the jagged graph curve, we are able to see that accuracy proportion is uneven across all response categories.
this can be undue to the varied range of instances in every response category, however rather thanks to the variation of
surface structure of utterances, within the sense that however distinctive one auditory communication as compared to the
opposite.
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Fig:-1 Accuracy Percentages for Surface-based Ranking.
The influence of surface types of the utterances may be analyzed severally for all 3 ranking models. For written word
luminous flux unit, the best accuracy of ninety six resulted from response category genre and also the lowest accuracy of
forty first from response category review. to check the gap between the accuracy percentages, we offer extract of instances
for each response categories genre and review in Figure three and Figure four severally.

5. CONSLUSION &AMP; FUTURE WORK
Intention-based ranking differs from surface-based ranking in 2 major ways in which. Firstly, intentionbased ranking apply
a principled thanks to mix pragmatic interpretation of user auditory communication and also the informativeness of the
response auditory communication supported intentions, whereas surface-based ranking solely makes an attempt to seek out
the simplest grammatical sequence of words that correspond to some which means representations. Secondly, intentionbased ranking is needed to rank the auditory communications on the premise of relevancy of a selected response auditory
communication with regards to the input utterance. Surface-based ranking, on the opposite hand, relies on ‘fluency’ or
‘completeness’ of output sentences. within the essence, as long because the technique depends on surface options [1, 5, 6],
ranking accuracy isn't uniform across the response categories, however rather obsessed on surface representations of
response utterances in individual response category. thanks to this observation, within the future, we'd prefer to investigate
the performance of intention-based ranking model on different domain. as a result of our intention-based design assume the
existence of dialogue act-annotated dialogue corpus supported DAMSL annotation theme, we have a tendency to conceive to
use the MONROE corpus [15] that has grounding and speech acts so as to run our comparative experiment.
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